
 

 

 

 

Steven Lawrey, CSI, CCS, CCCA, CCPR, LEED AP, AIA, NCARB 

Candidate for CSI Director-at-Large 

March 9, 2018 

Dear CSI Colleagues, 
  

Earlier this week the Institute Election ballot was made public. I challenge you to take some time to visit 

CSIResources to review the candidates’ qualifications, and from 20 March to 3 April 2018, to cast your 

votes online. 

I am honored to have been selected by the Nominating Committee to run for Director-at-Large, and I 
would greatly appreciate your vote. The committee also selected Jonnie Cox, RA, FCSI, NCARB and 

Lee Ann Slattery, CSI, CCPR, LEED AP BD+C. I believe the membership will be in good hands with 

whomever is elected. Having served together with Lee Ann on the Middle Atlantic Region Board, I’ve come 

to know her as a highly qualified leader and a friend. I don’t know Jonnie, but as a Fellow of the Institute 

I’m confident in her intention and leadership ability. 

Although the other candidates have impressive CSI resumes, I bring a distinguished record of CSI service 

coupled with a consistent track record of professional accomplishments valued by my company, 

colleagues, and their customers. I possess an insatiable drive, together with leadership experience, to 

move the organization forward to empower members to advance in their careers. After all, that’s what a 

professional organization is all about! I understand firsthand how CSI can open doors to greater 

professional opportunities. For nearly my entire 18-year CSI tenure, I have served the Philadelphia Chapter 

at all levels, including two terms as President. In addition, I’ve served on the board and several committees 

of the Middle Atlantic Region, and on a couple Institute task teams. CSI has become engrained in my 

career. Election to Director-at-Large would represent a logical progression of my leadership responsibilities. 

I possess unique skills and experience that set me apart. At the basic level, as a Trusted Technical Advisor, 

I utilize CSI core principals and Formats every day. CSI’s best kept secret is its hands-on leadership training. 

I credit CSI for helping me to transition successfully between two very different business models - from 

practice as a design professional, including specifier, to a challenging management level role in a building 

product manufacturing company, including industry association board and committee appointments. 

There are too many struggling chapters. Work is desperately needed to restore balance to chapter and 

region membership, gain diversity among all working generations and project stakeholders, and to raise the 

quality of A/E/C industry education. The focus needs to be on redefining and rebuilding member experience 

and value. Institute must provide vision, leadership, aids, and follow-through to help chapters and regions 

revitalize their programs and, in turn, regain relevancy to local construction industry professionals. 

Thank you for supporting me, 

 

Steven Lawrey, CSI, CCS, CCCA, CCPR, LEED AP, AIA, NCARB 

lawreys@pecora.com 

215.799.7553 
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